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Re-Gen Robotics has revolutionised the tank cleaning industry, traditionally a very dangerous

area with a significant number of accidents and fatalities.

Before they launched, the only tank cleaning option available to terminal operators was to
send personnel inside fuel tanks with highly explosive atmospheres, using breathing
apparatus and chemical suits . Despite the necessary safety precautions and confined spaced

entry procedures enforced, accidents and fatalities were still commonplace due to human
error and industry apathy.

Responding to the rising number of confined space deaths and after years of extensive
research, Re-Gen Robotics launched Europe’s fi rst and only Zone 0, EX certified company,
providing a 100% ‘no man entry’ robotic tank cleaning service. Their vision for the entire
industry is where tank cleaning robots are remotely controlled from a comfortable, air-
conditioned environment, whereworkers’ safety is guaranteed.

Since 2019, Re-Gen Robotics has eliminated 10,000+ hours of confined space cleaning, leading

to an overall reduction in both accidents and health and safety incidents on si te. The company
has raised the bar in safety for an industry riddled with potential dangers and is instrumental
in reducing the frequency of injuries and fatalities in the tank terminal sector.

Re-Gen Robotics was presented with the Safety Technology Award at the 2020 Global Tank
Storage Awards , in Rotterdam. Their technology and service were recognised for
‘revolutionising safety in the tank terminal industry’.

This year Re-Gen Robotics was granted a UK Patent, setting i t apart from other companies
who allow personnel to carry out manual tank cleaning services , where they were exposed to

dangerous, physically and psychologically demanding shifts , ul timately risking injury and
fata lities.
It has taken hard work and perseverance to get Re-Gen Robotics ’ offering over the line and

their biggest challenge was changing the industry mindset. This has been overcome with
time, effort, onsite demonstrations and by engaging with likeminded customers keen to
enhance their onsite safety.

Re-Gen Robotics has cleaned over 30 tanks consisting of white oil, black oil and distillate tanks
in gas plants and has completed the fi rs t worldwide, 100% ‘no man entry’ tank cleans for oil
majors such as Shell , Philips 66 and Vermilion. These companies have adopted Re-Gen
Robotics as their only preference for tank cleaning and Re-Gen Robotics’ service si ts at the
core of their safety strategy.

Re-Gen Robotics is changing hearts and minds in the tank terminal industry, by making tank
cleaning a safer, faster, smarter process.
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